Steinecker
Brewnomic
The brewing power station
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Energetically self-sufficient and CO2-neutral
Brewnomic is energetically self-sufficient – as this brewery supplies its own
energy by utilising the residual materials accumulated during the brewing
process. Brewnomic is also CO2-neutral, as the residual materials are based on
renewable raw materials. Brewnomic thus combines proven brewing technology
with a media supply that is gentle on resources – and this in modular building
blocks which can also be integrated in your brewery.
At a glance
− Innovative brewing technology to reduce the primary energy requirement
− Recovery of thermal energy and cross-sectoral reuse
− Residual materials recycling and use of alternative energy sources
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Energy potential from re-use of residual material
− During the brewing process, energetically recyclable residual
materials are generated which can be fermented to form biogas.

Alternative energy potential kWh/hl SB

− The biogas is converted into thermal and electrical energy in a
combined heat and power unit (CHP).
− 4.3 kWh of electrical and 6.5 kWh of thermal energy are available
per hectolitre of sales beer (SB) for an energetically self-sufficient
and CO2-neutral process.

4.3
5.7

2.9

6.5
1.6

− Brewnomic thus closes the gap between the current energy
consumption of a modern brewery and the potential gained from
residual material recycling and natural energy sources.

Thermal energy
Electrical energy

0.4

0.2
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The supply concept

Brewery

Energy storage tank
Spent grains
Yeast
Malt dust
Waste water

Protein base
g

Fertiliser
g

Solar

Process water

Biomass
conversion*

80 % biogas

Utilities

Heat

Electricity

Media

20 % biogas

Boiler plant

* Innovative concept in the test phase

CHP
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The modules at a glance
High-gravity
brewing process

Wort boiling system
Steinecker Stromboli

Continuous
Batch process

Steinecker EquiTherm

Innovative
energy storage unit

Low-temperature
brewery

Krones Dynafill

Krones Lavatec

Krones LinaFlex

Energy-saving
coolant supply

Solar power

Solar heat

Biomass
conversion

Ice-water
production

Combined heat and
power unit (CHP)
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The building blocks for sustainable production
High gravity
brewing process

Wort boiling system
Steinecker Stromboli

Continuous
batch process

− Brewing with a high amount of
original extract saves thermal energy
during mashing and wort boiling.
− Less cooling work is needed in the
fermentation cellar, thus reducing the
electrical energy consumption.
− The size of the brewing systems and
tanks is minimal in relation to the
produced beer quantity.

− Flexible phase boiling makes it
possible to separate the energy
supply and wort quality.
− With a total evaporation of only 2.5
percent, worts with a low thermal
load and optimum aromatic profile
are obtained.
− This reduces fouling on the boiler
pipes which in turn reduces the
number of intermediate cleaning
sequences.

− To minimise peak loads in the energy
and media supply, brewing must be
performed in multiple small batch
processes.
− An even distribution of the
production, over the entire week if
possible, guarantees the lowest
output requirements.
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The building blocks for sustainable production

Steinecker EquiTherm

− The energy contained in the hot wort
is recovered in the first stage of the
wort cooler and charged into the
energy storage unit.
− This recuperated thermal energy is
enough to supply the entire mashing
process.
− An increase in the ice water
temperature, enabled through the
energy already discharged before the
warm water stage at the wort cooler,
relieves the cooling system and
lowers the electrical energy
consumption.

Innovative
energy storage unit

Low-temperature
brewery

− A central energy storage unit supplies
all of the thermal consumers in the
brewery.
− The thermal energy is taken at
various temperature levels
depending on the process step to be
supplied.
− The return energy is at different
temperatures and is charged back
into the storage unit by means of a
stratified charging lance almost
without being mixed.

− Hot water with a temperature of up
to 110 °C is used as a heating
medium.
− Condensate and pre-evaporation
losses that occur in a steam-heated
brewery are omitted.
− The moderate temperature level
lowers the radiation losses and thus
contributes to energy savings.
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The building blocks for sustainable production

Krones Dynafill

− At only 0.5 seconds, this new warmfilling process is considerably faster
than conventional machines, which
makes it possible to achieve smaller
design sizes with a lower electrical
connected load.
− The filled bottles are directly sealed,
meaning it is possible to omit a
tunnel pasteuriser for this part of the
container.

Krones Lavatec

− The use of a recuperation heat
exchanger and the complete
insulation of the machine lower the
thermal energy consumption.
− The optimal pre-heating of the
bottles in a pre-treatment module
also contributes to energy savings.

Krones LinaFlex

− Line-specific optimisation of the
recuperation and pasteurisation
zones lowers the thermal energy
requirement.
− Up to 60 percent lower radiation
losses are possible through complete
machine insulation.
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The building blocks for sustainable production
Energy-saving
coolant supply

− Energy gained from compressed
ammonia is taken from the
refrigeration cycle and used to heat
the beer before it is bottled.
− This releases more thermal energy at
the expansion valve of the cooling
system and significantly increases the
efficiency.

Solar power

Solar heat

− The roof area of the brewery should
not remain unused and can be
equipped with photovoltaic modules.
− The electricity obtained in this way is
guided to the refrigeration system
and saved in the fermentation tanks.

− If the solar radiation is intensive
enough, thermal solar energy can be
fed into the central energy storage
unit.
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The building blocks for sustainable production

Biomass conversion

Ice-water production

− The residual materials produced in
the brewing process can be
converted to create new materials
such as protein solution and mineral
fertiliser.
− Those substances that are not
relevant for the food circuit are
utilised to generate energy in the
form of methane gas.

− In a warm filling process, the cold
beer from the pressure tank can be
used as a coolant.
− Process water can be pre-chilled with
beer in a counter-current so that it
can be later used for wort cooling.

Combined heat and
power unit (CHP)

− The simultaneous generation of
electrical and thermal energy, and its
use in the brewery, reduces the use
of primary energy sources by over
30 percent.
− A closed cooling circuit for motor and
exhaust gas cooling makes it possible
to achieve a supply temperature of
110°C to the energy storage unit.
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Step by step to a self-sufficient brewery – thermal
Energy kWh/hl SB

14,5
12,4
11,5
9,3
6,6

Standard
requirement

EquiTherm

Stromboli

Low-temperature
brewery

Dynafill

6,2

5,9

Lavatec

LinaFlex

6,5

Potential of
residual materials
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Step by step to a self-sufficient brewery – electrical
5,6

Energy kWh/hl SB

5,3
4,8
4,2

Standard
requirement

EquiTherm

Ice water

Cooling system

4,1

Dynafill

4,3
3,9

Solar power

Potential of
residual materials
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Continuous batch production
− The beer must be produced in the smallest possible
batches to avoid performance peaks.
− Excessively long downtimes should be avoided for an
optimal capacity utilisation of the power supply.
− A central energy storage unit balances out performance
peaks and makes it possible to achieve consistent
charging with a combined heat and power unit.
− A needs-based retrieval of the energy from the storage
unit provides the basis for self-sufficient operation.
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Thermal and electrical load profile of a complete brewery
Standard
Heat flow kW

Elec. power in kW

Standard

Brewnomic

Duration (in h)

Elec. power in kW

Duration (in h)

Heat flow kW

Brewnomic

Duration (in h)

Duration (in h)
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Central energy supply
140 °C

− The central energy storage unit is
permanently supplied by the
combined heat and power plant and
the biogas boiler.
− As an option, other energy sources
such as biomass boilers, thermal
collectors or heat pumps can be
integrated.
− The consumers are supplied
depending on the process
requirements with the adjusted
supply temperature.
− A return stratification principle
prevents mixing and keeps the
temperature in the storage unit high.

Biogas boiler

110 °C

Energy storage unit

Vapour condenser

< 110 °C
Lauter wort
heater
Wort kettle

Biomass boiler
~ 96 °C
Combined heat and power unit

Bottle washer

~ 88 °C

FLP

Mash tuns

Thermal collectors

Heat pump

~ 80 °C
Wort cooler

CIP system
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Example for the start – supply concepts without biogas
− As the biogas plant is a big investment, it is
possible to start off the Brewnomic with
city gas.

Brewery

Energy storage tank

− Beside the aforementioned energy savings,
CO2 emissions are reduced by more than
60 percent – even with city gas.
− The amount of city gas can later be
substituted with biogas phase by phase.
Gas 20 %

City gas

Boiler plant

Gas 80 %
Utilities

Heat

Electricity

CHP

Media
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Benefits
Optimum utilisation of energy
Brewnomic lays the foundations for a minimal energy
consumption: On the one hand through its low energy
requirement and, on the other, through its recovery and reuse in
the on-going process. And if the supply is also practically lossfree, this has a huge benefit for your wallet and the environment.
Minimal peak loads
All processes are supplied from a central energy storage unit,
making peak loads a thing of the past
Modular concept
The modules included in the Brewnomic concept can be
implemented independently from one another in your brewery.
This allows you to get progressively closer to achieving your
desired CO2-neutral production.

